
SMS Generated 49x ROI in just 3 
Months for E-commerce Brand, 
Her Juice Bar
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Her Juice Bar is a vitamins & supplements brand 
that has helped women around the world since 
2019 with vaginal dryness, yeast infection, BV, UTIs, 
and more. 



Their aim is to educate women of all ages on the 
importance of intimate care and provide a solution 
to common feminine problems. Their products are 
made of natural ingredients, free from parabens, 
petrochemicals, and artificial fragrances.



Ever since Her Juice Bar decided to adopt Recart’s 
SMS Marketing solution, we’ve been able to see 
great improvements in their revenue and ROI. But 
don’t take our words for it, take a look at the 
numbers yourself!



In this case study, you can learn why Her Juice Bar 
needed an effective SMS marketing solution, how 
Recart has been able to help with these struggles, 
and some of the results they’ve been able to 
achieve. 



Her Juice Bar’s products have been a true need for 
most women, but after a steady growth in their first 
year, the brand struggled with reaching new 
customers. While they target women of any age, their 
ideal target audience was millennial women who 
shop online.



Her Juice Bar used to rely exclusively on email 
marketing and social media, but that has come with 
some limitations and challenges. 



With social media, it’s difficult to create personalized  
messages and offering for such intimate products 
and even more challenging to target the audience 
most likely to take action. 



Email gets ignored and was rarely achieveing more 
than 20% open rate with even fewer clicks.

The Challenge
Her Juice Bar were new to SMS and therefore 
needed to collect SMS subscribers quickly

80% of their email subscribers weren’t open 
marketing emails so they needed a better channel

They also wanted to boost sales and improve ROI to 
ensure the new channel was worth the investment
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The Solution
Multi-step opt-in website form to collect both email 
and SMS subscribers

Automated welcome flow with delayed reminders for 
non-customers

Abandoned Cart Flow to bring back those who didn’t 
complete their check out

Tactical one-off campaigns to boost engagement and 
sales on specific holidays

SMS Welcome Popup

Her Juice Bar was new to SMS marketing, so the first step was to start growing their SMS list while still using email 
as channel. 



To enable this goal, Recart created a two-step, email-first welcome popup. First, mobile visitors were asked to 
provide their email address in exchange for a 10% discount. Then, as an extra incentive, they were asked to submit 
their phone numbers to increase their discount from 10% to 15%.



The result? An amazing total of 11,062 new SMS subscribers gained!
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After successfully inputting their mobile number, subscribers are automatically taken to the Messages app on their 
phones with a pre-written message already waiting for them. The automation flow starts as soon as they hit ‘Send’ 
on the message. 



This reinforces the user’s intention to sign up, adheres to compliance regulations, and confirms the consent to 
receiving future text messages. 

The Automated Welcome SMS Flow
Once the new subsciber sends the pre-filled SMS, the welcome flow starts automatically. We set up a longer SMS 
welcome flow for Her Juice Bar.
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In this welcome flow, subscribers get the promised 15% 
off discount code that they can start their purchase 
with. But things can get in the way. The user might not 
be ready to purchase yet, and then, as their day gets 
busy, they might just forget about it.



To prevent this, Her Juice Bar waits 24 hours, checks if 
the user has purchased anything, or at least placed 
items in their shopping cart (more on this later), and 
then sends another message as a reminder of the 
generous 

discount code. This time, the message is a bit longer, 
highlighting the brand’s mission, and includes an 
attractive image. 



The final reminder arrives 72 hours after that. The offer 
remains the same, but this time, the message starts 
with a question, anticipating that the subscriber might 
have doubts, which can be the reason why they haven’t 
pulled the trigger yet.

Abandoned Cart SMS Flow

The abandon cart segment of the Welcome flow doesn’t trigger if shoppers using the welcome discount already had 
at least one item left in their shopping cart.



Instead, they set up a dedicated SMS flow for this audience segment that is triggered automatically, one hour after 
the user leaves the cart abandoned. 

Her Juice Bar only sends this message to those who haven’t purchased from them for at least 30 days.  The 
abandoned cart message includes a 15% off coupon code to make the return to the cart more attractive. 



One-off SMS Campaigns

Her Juice Bar started using Recart SMS in October 2021, it was the perfect time to run tactical, one-off SMS 
promotions for Halloween and BFCM. Holiday campaigns usually perform well and this was no exception with 33x 
ROI for their Halloween campaign and a whopping 49x ROI for Black Friday.

As we can see, their promotional messages are short, to the point, and also reflects their style. They talk to their 
customers like friends. This makes their messaging sound conversational and personal, and trustworthy. The brand 
also took advantage of an honest client testimonial to resonate with its client base.
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The Results

$330,545 generated in sales

11,062 new SMS subscribers gained

$217,594 generated with the welcome SMS flow

Up to 49X ROI with one-off promotional SMS 
campaigns

The promotional messages don’t get lost in spam 
folders

Her Juice Bar has been able to achieve great growth 
since using Recart’s SMS Marketing solution. Over the 
examined 3-month period, Her Juice Bar was able to 
generate $330,545 in sales with SMS marketing flows 
and campaigns alone.



The welcome popup converted 10,394 new SMS 
subscribers since the start, and the very first text 
message of the welcome sequence was able to 
generate $23,982 in revenue. 



Even though Her Juice Bar was completely new to SMS 
marketing and started in October 2021, their October 
campaigns already achieved great ROI.


Their Halloween campaign sent on October 31, 2021, 
reached a 33x ROI.



Their best campaign, during our examined period, was 
sent out on November 16, 2021. This campaign offers 
an impressive 40% discount and has achieved a 49x 
ROI.



With Recart’s help, Her Juice Bar has been able to reach 
more of its ideal customers and generate better 
numbers in revenue while keeping its fanbase engaged.


Get results like these for your store.

Hop on a free call with us and let us make

the most of your Shopify store!

Book a demo here

https://recart.com/book-a-demo

